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WHERE EVERY DAY IS A CHANCE TO LEARN SOMETHING NEW

IN THIS ISSUE
What & Who
we will Miss...

I believe that I worked at Pearl Buck Center as a production assistant, for five years.
Before that I lived and grew up in Hawaii.

“It’s hard to forget

someone who gave
you so much to
remember.”
~Unknown

At Pearl Buck I did many different jobs. I
enjoyed my time there because I got to be
with my friends and say ‘Hi’ to my guy.
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During this internship I have worked in the
Anesthesia Clinic and now I’m in Imaging.
My favorite department was in the Cafeteria where I would Love to work. I really
liked my co-workers there and I loved
serving food to people.

Memories
“Sometimes you will
never know the
value of a moment
until it becomes a
memory..”

Spotlight on Susan

What I learned about myself is that I need
to make time to focus so I can learn to
listen and buckle down and learn the
by Susan
tasks. So I ‘ve been coming to work early
As an artist, I paint pictures and sell them so I can relax before work starts and sometimes I stay later so I can wind down. I am
in shows at the Arts & Cultural program
for people with disabilities. They have this feeling like I have more patience and can
place where you can paint your paintings focus more because of that. I think that
I’m doing a
and sell them.
better job of
I love animals and like to go to the dog
paying atpark a lot. I also love ghost stories and
tention and
watching scary movies and there’s so
getting my
much more that I like.
job done
and that
I was selected to be in this program and I
makes me
hope to gain more experience so that even feel so
if I don’t get a job I have the experiences
much
backing me up.
better .

~ Dr. Seuss
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Feels Like We’re
Famous
“You are my new
favorite feeling.”
~Unknown
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Bridging the Gap
What’s Next?

Dear Past,
Thank you for all the lessons.
Dear Future,
I’m now ready.
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Memories
“We didn’t realize we were making
MEMORIES we just knew we were
having FUN.” ~Unknown
by The Interns

Tory- “A favorite memory is taking the pictures for the March newsletter, making new
friends in the kitchen and pulling dishes because I like putting things away.”

Susan- “My favorite memories of ProjectSEARCH is when meeting people and serving them
food in the Café, getting to know my co-workers in the different departments, like Michelle
in the Anesthesia Clinic, Heather, Kim, Cameron in the Kitchen, & Drew and Barbara, etc., in
Imaging. I also will always remember walking the beautiful grounds and when Leauriy made
us all dress up for pictures with the hats and umbrellas for the newsletters.”

Karissa- “My favorite memory is folding baby blankets in Sterile Processing, stocking supplies in mommy & baby and Peds, helping with my other co-workers, when the police officer
came and taught about safety, learning about knife safety, saying ‘HI’ to the security Guards,
the water challenge, filling buckets with marbles, learning the emergency response codes,
practicing calling in sick and interview practice, getting evaluated, cleaning dirty machines
in the dirty run , using the i-Pads, riding the LTD buses and cutting vegetables at Food for
Lane County.”

Amber- “ My favorite memories are; holding a patient’s hand while they were getting an
MRI , it helped me become a better person, Walking and waiting with a service dog when his
owner was getting an x-ray, having to push the portable x-ray machine around to the patient's rooms, it gave my arms and legs a major workout! And standing and watching them
do MBS’s on people, that stands for Modified Barium Swallow.”

Jordan- “Being around people and getting to know the staff & co-workers, getting to know
the other interns better and learning about the different jobs.”

Trisha- “My favorite memory will be of folding blankets with Cindy, working hard with Ashley, riding the bus, and the times that I stayed on my food plan in the cafeteria.”

Alex- “Riding the EMX, learning to stock blanket warmers in the ER, and delivering trays for
the Kitchen. I remember when I was delivering trays and a patient asked me for water and I
brought him the water, that made me feel really good. And making coffee in the ER. It’s really fun.”

Maggie- “My favorite memories are of stocking medical supplies for mom & baby and pediatrics, working on the cash register in the Riverview Café and taking the bus with all my
friends.”

Shea- “My favorite memories are of getting to know all of my co-workers in all of the departments I worked in and getting to know my way around the hospital. I’m also going to
remember learning about interviews, trying to get a job out in the community and learning
to fill out applications. It has helped me a lot.”

Jamie- “First and foremost my favorite memory is of Bob in Linens my first day there he
showed me the ropes. When I was discouraged, he would always help me have confidence in
myself. In Surgical Short Stay I will always remember the staff –they were very helpful and
willing to answer any questions I had. Lastly, all of the things taught in the classroom by
Leauriy and the Pearl Buck Center staff, I have learned a lot.”

What & Who We
Will Miss...
by The ProjectSEARCH Interns

We were afraid to learn new things when
we came here, we can’t believe that it’s
time to go out and find jobs. Our time here
went by so fast.
We are going to miss everyone in our departments and most of the people here
because they are so nice and have taught
us so much of what we didn’t already
know.
We are going to miss the people who took
the time to show us how to get along and
behave appropriately. And the guys who
taught us the actual products and medical
supplies and linens and what to do with it
all.
We will miss being around other people,
telling jokes, making salads, the security
guards, putting away medical supplies and
the ER.
We will try to remember what you all
taught us, so we can make more new
friends and keep our jobs.
But we want you all to know that we are
not afraid anymore (or at least not as afraid
as we once were). We know that we can do
so much more than we thought.
We feel ready to use all the skills that we
have learned here in our new jobs.
And you know that we are going to tell our
friends about this place and the people
who work here, how nice you all are.
Thank you for making us feel welcomed
and good about ourselves and what we can
do.
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RAP
By Amber

How We’ve Grown

During these last 9 months the interns have been working with money; counting, adding, subtracting,
filling out withdrawal and deposit
slips, expense reports and bank ledgers.

By Interns

Interns being interviewed for the
PeaceHealth website and newsletter.

Feels like we’re Famous
By Interns

We have been working on giving
presentations & answering interview questions and we have had
lots of opportunities to practice.
Pearl Buck Center is redesigning
their website and they will have a
tab for ProjectlSEARCH. Since we
are the first cohorts to go through
the program they are going to use
pictures of us working here. They
even are making a little video
where a couple of us were interviewed.
PeaceHealth also is going to
showcase this program and they
interviewed us and took pictures
too.
We also are going to present during a fundraising event for Pearl
Buck Center and KEZI will put the
program on TV.

“I have more patience and I’m less
sensitive. And I have learned to like
my work” ~ Susan

They have been learning how to
budget their money and why saving
money is important.

“I have gained skills that I can put
on my resume’.” ~ Jordan

Here is a little rap that Amber made
up during one our exercises (Money
Bingo).

“I have gotten skills.” ~ Trisha

“Aye Yo!
Check it out homies

“ I have learned to avoid drama.”
~Shea
“I have learned how to get faster
at cleaning rooms.” ~ Maggie

I love to spend the money on the
honeys (uh, What!?)
Sometimes I go overboard but ccheck it out homes

“I’m getting better at pulling dishes and handling stress.” ~ Tory

You gotta spend wisely or you’ll be
in debt or broke YIKES!
Ain’t nobody got time for that!
M-Money yeah choose wisely (Yo)
Money, Money, make me holla
‘Money Honey’

“I have been able to look people in
the eye, making better eye contact.” ~ Jamie

Peace and Money.”

“I am Proud of myself.” ~ Alex

(Mic drop)

“I’ve learned how to handle stress
much more and better and how
to ride the bus and get around. ”

All of this makes us feel special
and kinda famous.

Happy Birthday
Tory!

~ Amber

“I’m a lot stronger than when I
first started.” ~Karissa
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We would like to Thank PeaceHealth SacredHeart Medical
Center for giving us this opportunity to learn what it is like to
work at a ‘real’ job, gain new
skills and become independent.
Personally we would like to
thank:
Sharri, Billie, Gwen, Adam, Kara,
Margot, Daniel, Beki, Jocelyn,
Brandon, Chris, the Alice’s, the
Brian’s, the Michele’s, Debbie,
Drew, Bob, Heather, Timothy,
the Barbara’s, Phil, Diane,
Krystal, Melody, Remy, Amber,
Jared, Josh, Camron, Dawn, Lori,
Robert, Peggy, Sandy, Cindy,
Glen, Brianna, Carrie, Diana,
Ricky, Paula, Debbie, Jay,
Sharon, Cosby, Leslie, Linda,
Tami, Ashley, Mike, Holly, Tracy,
Weston, Kim, Christina, Lakeisha,
Kalie, Jeremiah, Jasmine,
Andrea, Fidel, Debbie, and The
staff of the Crème Cafe
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Bridging the Gap
What’s next for the interns
by

Leauriy

Once the ProjectlSEARCH program completes it’s cycle at the hospital, the next phase of the process starts. The Job Developers and I start talking to employers. We will have the interns talking
to their circle of friends, family and acquaintances letting people know that they are ready for
work and enlisting them to keep an eye out for jobs that will suit the interns and their skills,
abilities and interests.
All of the interns are seeking part time work accessible via bus or taxi. We will be looking for jobs
that utilize many of the skills that they have gained during their time in this program.
We typically seek entry level positions, but many times we help businesses identify tasks that
can be taken from other employees. These tasks often are complex, yet systematic and usually
take up valuable time from their other employee's more important work which ultimately affects
the business’ bottom line in a positive way.
We ferret these tasks out, many times stringing together several such tasks, creating a carved job
for the prospective new employees such as our interns. This process is much like the process that
we conducted in the beginning when we met with each department in the hospital determining
tasks that the interns could fulfill while adding value to the participating departments and the
hospital as a whole.
In the next three months the interns will be dividing their time between volunteering (so they
don’t lose the skills and momentum that they have gained while in this program) and job search.
We will accompany the interns to various job sites that are hiring , assisting them with inquiring
about jobs, filling out applications, going to interviews and once hired we will conduct the initial
coaching until they are facile in completing their new found jobs on their own.
We will be sure to keep everyone updated as to where each of the interns land, so stay tuned...

Sorry for missing Alex’s Birthday last month.
If you happen to see him , please wish him a

Happy Belated Birthday!
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